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KUWAIT: In this file photo taken on February 26, 1991, Kuwaiti resistance fighters
celebrate with a member of the US Marine Special forces (center) after the
Marines entered the small town of Sabahiah, 9 miles from the capital of Kuwait
City. —AFP file photo

KUWAIT: Late Amir Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah arrives in Kuwait
following the Liberation of Kuwait from the occupation forces. —KUNA file photo

KUWAIT: In this file photo taken on February 28, 1991, a member of the Kuwaiti
resistance raises his rifle and the national flag in celebration as Kuwaitis
filled the streets after US President George Bush's announcement of a cease-
fire. —AFP file photo

KUWAIT: In this file photo taken on February 28, 1991, people with rifles and
Kuwaiti national flags celebrate in the streets of Kuwait City. —AFP file photo
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News in brief

Kuwaitis in Indonesia 
cautioned after quake

KUALA LUMPUR: Kuwait’s embassy in Indonesia
on Saturday urged nationals to exercise a high
degree of caution a day after a magnitude 6.2
earthquake jolted the western coast of Indonesia’s
Sumatra island, leaving seven people dead and 85
others wounded. Kuwaiti nationals were told to
dial the hotline +6281515151511 for any assistance
needed, according to an embassy statement. Lying
in a seismic zone where tectonic plates rub up
against each other, Indonesia suffers from fre-
quent tremors on a yearly basis. —KUNA

Social Reform Society sends 
270 aid trucks to countries

ANKARA: The Social Reform Society, an affiliate
of the Kuwaiti Mercy International Association,
Saturday announced sending 270 relief assis-
tance trucks to 23 countries in coincidence with
marking Kuwait’s National Days. Speaking to
KUNA in a statement, Dr Adnan Al-Hadad, sen-
ior official at the society, said the association
ended the distribution of aid in Turkey, Djibouti,
Albania, Lebanon and Philippines, adding that up
to 600,000 people benefited from the aid. The
aid includes food and relief items, and medicine
as well as others, in accordance with the needs of
the beneficiaries in those states, he noted. He
thanked Kuwait’s benefactors and ambassadors,
and representatives of the diplomatic missions
for their positive participation in, and reaction to,
the campaign to assistant the needy. —KUNA 

Kuwait body trains youth 
in science, technology

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Youth Public Authority
launched the second season of (Wadi Al-Shabab)
project, aiming to develop the skills of youth in
science and technology. The project provides
specialized training courses in technology,
including (IoT), which teaches youth the basics
of the internet, building smart houses and artifi-
cial intelligence, the authority said in a statement
yesterday. The project will also include courses
on solar energy, designing web pages for begin-
ners, HTML language, building robots and laser
machines, it added. —KUNA

Jordan celebrates 
National Days

AMMAN: A number of governorates and cities
in Jordan marked Friday the 61st National Day
and the 31st Liberation Day of Kuwait, in a scene
that shows the deep-rooted brotherly ties
between the two countries. Some buildings in
Amman were decorated with lights portraying
Kuwait’s flag and Jordan’s institutions, via visual
panels, murals and electronic posters, sent greet-
ings and congratulations to His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, His
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and the Kuwaiti peo-
ple on the two joyful occasions. —KUNA

KUWAIT: People of Kuwait recall the country’s
liberation from the Iraqi occupation on the
occasion of the country’s 31st Liberation Day.
They remember the great sacrifices made by the
patriots for freedom of the homeland. Although,
Kuwait’s invasion on August 2, 1990, was quite a
brutal one, the Kuwaiti people rebuffed the
aggression affirming their solidarity with the
legitimate leadership that had been headed by
the late Amir Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah for defending the homeland’s sover-
eignty and freedom. 

The late Amir, despite enormous challenges
at the time, masterminded a national campaign
to rally international support for the just Kuwaiti
cause. In his historic address to the United
Nations, Sheikh Jaber had stated, “I have come
with a message from people who love and have
worked for peace, aiding those in need and rec-
onciling adversaries.” Their security and stabili-
ty have been jeopardized due to their belief in
the ideal message of our religion Islam that is
also stipulated by international charters.” I came
with a message of people whose territories
were a minaret for peaceful co-existence and
brotherhood and nowadays they lost their land
but refused to surrender to the occupation no
matter how brutal and repressive it may be.” 

Sheikh Jaber had succeeded in drawing soli-
darity from various states and organizations,
namely the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),
that proved to be the core for diplomatic efforts
against the aggression, demanding uncondi-
tional withdrawal of the occupiers. GCC foreign
ministers held an emergency meeting in Cairo
on August 3, 1990, and lobbied for holding an
extraordinary Arab summit in the Egyptian
capital on August 10. Thanks to efforts by GCC
countries, other brotherly and friendly states,
the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
issued a series of resolution namely resolution
660 that condemned the aggression demanding

unconditional pullout of the occupiers and res-
olution 678 that supported necessary means to
implement the relevant resolutions, restore
regional security and peace in addition to sev-
eral others that called for wiping out the reper-
cussions of the aggression. Moreover, the
brotherly and friendly countries put military
and material resources at the disposal of liber-
ating Kuwait. Worth recalling was also the cru-
cial role played by late Father Amir Sheikh Saad
Al-Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah who com-
manded the liberation heroes and facilitated

settlement of the Amir Sheikh Jaber in Saudi
Arabia where he set up a government in exile
securing honorable livelihood for Kuwaitis in
and outside Kuwait as well as supporting the
national resistance. 

For his part, the late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah employed his diplo-
matic expertise for securing international sym-
pathy that led to driving the aggressors out of
the country. Furthermore, the Kuwaitis recall, on
the occasion, the pivotal role played by the late

Saudi King Fahad Bin Abdulaziz who hosted the
Kuwaitis in his country and contributed with
material and military support. Other GCC states
had followed suit supporting the Kuwaitis dur-
ing the hard times and rejecting the flagrant
aggression on their homeland. The late US
President George Bush senior had instantly
declared siding with Kuwait in the face of the
aggression and Washington lobbied for holding
an emergency session of the UNSC during
which resolution 660 was adopted, demanding
withdrawal of the aggressors from Kuwait. On
January 19, 1990, Bush persuaded the US
Senate of the necessity to employ military force
for liberating Kuwait, declaring a war on the
Iraqi occupiers and the commitment to free the
country. Although the Kuwaiti people were
deeply bruised with the aggression, a campaign
was launched in 1993 to aid the Iraqi people.
The Kuwaiti Red Crescent Society (KRCS)
upon instructions by the late Amir Sheikh Jaber
Al-Ahmad dispatched aid to the Iraqi refugees
in Iran as of April 1995, choosing to side with
the stricken Iraqi people from humanitarian
considerations and sentiments. Additionally,
Kuwait in the wake of the fall of the defunct
Iraqi regime provided relief supplies, in 2003, to
the Iraqi refugees and the displaced elsewhere.
In July 2016, Kuwait pledged $176 million worth
of aid for Iraq at an international donors’ con-
ference. Kuwait, after it was designated as “the
center for humanitarian action” by the UN,
hosted, in February 2018, an international con-
vention for supporting Iraq’s reconstruction.
Stakeholders pledged $30 billion in aid to help
the Iraqis who had suffered from a series of
wars. The late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
visited Iraq on June 19, 2019, seeking to pre-
serve brotherly ties and fold files of sticking
issues, an approach maintained by the current
Amir, His Highness Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah.  —KUNA

Kuwaitis recall sacrifices on
31st Liberation anniversary

Late Sheikh Jaber lauded for exemplary leadership

Kuwaiti artists 
display works at
Aswan Women 
Film Festival
CAIRO: Three Kuwaiti female artists and writers
displayed at an international event in Egypt, yes-
terday their successful ventures in fields of choice,
articulating that their experiences of womanhood
shaped their careers and heavily influenced their
work. This came in symposium organized by Nut
Forum as part of Aswan International Women Film
Festival. The symposium, moderated by Narmeen
Amer, revolves around the challenges women in
creative fields face. 

Artist Thuraya Al-Baqsami commented that her
work in writing and the arts is largely influenced
by her experiences in various countries, including
the soviet school of thought and African culture.
Al-Baqsami added that her career in writing start-
ed when she was a child and gradually evolved into

having her own column in Al-Qabas local newspa-
per. On her experience during the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, Al-Baqsami stated that she managed to
draw 85 symbolic paintings but seized to produce
any artistic work following the imprisonment of her
husband by the invading army. 

Al-Baqsami also mentioned that she has been
working on art exhibition that includes one thou-
sand paintings but was delayed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Two times winner of State’s
Admiration and Encouragement award, Amal Al-
Randi, talked of her experience in writing, stating
that she first began her career in children literature
with a collection of short stories depicting gender
equality. Al-Randi stated that she is thoroughly
invested in the female experience and women
issues as she uses her writings to explore familial
roles and propose solutions to social issues. She
also utilizes her platform to handle topics of toler-
ance and equality, and delivers her message in a
manner that is accessible and attractive to children.
Al-Randi mentioned her initiative of interactive
storytelling with the participation of a number of
children literature writers, which both parents and
children can enjoy. On her part, interior engineer
Hadeel Al-Saleh, shed light on the challenges and

setbacks she faced in order attain the doctorate
degree in her field of and fulfill her dream of
becoming a professor. 

Al-Saleh shared that not surrendering and chal-
lenging oneself is key to accomplishing life goals,
commenting that this is the life lesson she learned
along the way. —KUNA

CAIRO:  Kuwaiti female artists during the symposium. 
—KUNA

Advisory to
Kuwaitis in
Ukraine
KUWAIT: The Consular Affairs Department at
the Foreign Ministry urged Kuwaitis in Ukraine
who are planning to leave to a neighboring
country to contact the Kuwaiti embassy in their
intended destination on the following numbers:
Kuwaiti embassy in Romania: 0040725922222
- 0040746151512; embassy in Hungary:
0036308980000 - 0036301670000; embassy
in Poland: 0048795542647 - 0048664555444;
and embassy in Slovakia: 00421908732868 -
00421918953442.The Department assured that
the Kuwaiti embassies are ready to do all in
power to help nationals and remove any obsta-
cles they may face.  —KUNA


